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Legal tech startups:

When will technology

Office 365:

Start me up... I’ll never stop!

enable law firms...

what’s in it for law firms?

When will technology enable
law firms to monitor and
understand social media
communications?
BY CHRISSIE LIGHTFOOT

Chrissie Lightfoot shares an extract from her latest book, Tomorrow’s Naked
Lawyer: NewTech, NewHuman, NewLaw – How to be successful 2015 to
2045. It includes her insights about “NewTech” and its application.

T

he businesses of law are
increasingly relying on new
technologies to drive processes
and efficiencies. This trend is only
going to continue as we advance into a
robotic age with advanced technology
encompassing cognitive computing,
cognitive reasoning and artificial
intelligence. Inevitably, legal businesses
will become ever more tightly connected.
The companies (and lawyers) that
succeed in the near future will be those
that take the time now to assess the role
of advanced technology (NewTech) in
their delivery and service model.
While all this whizz-bang legal
technology may be fabulous, there are
elements missing that would make it
absolutely magical. “SocialHuman”
tracking and attribution, for example.
I have spoken with a handful of (leading)
existing legal tech providers about my
idea to track the online social activity
of lawyers and to drop that activity
seamlessly into an existing ERP/DM AX/
DM/CRM system.
Where lawyers, prospects and clients
increasingly meet and communicate in
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social land, it seems obvious that the
tech systems need to evolve to cater
for this communication medium and
SocialHuman element. At present,
lawyers have to feed the information
into their tech system manually (using a
keyboard) with regard to their activity on
various social streams such as LinkedIn,
Twitter and Facebook. They do this
to track the touch points with their
prospects and clients to feed into the

bigger CRM picture, resulting (hopefully)
in a client matter and therefore
the finance and (fingers crossed)
remuneration system.
Wouldn’t it be nice if all this were
done automatically? We’re there with
document automation in law law land.
We’re beginning to get there with
marketing automation, slowly. But the
next big thing, I reckon, in law law
land tech, is to tackle SocialHuman
technology.
I wonder which of the current legal tech
players will be the pioneer? Perhaps it
won’t be any of them. Perhaps it will be
a new player that comes along and bolts
the SocialHuman tech/software “plug
and play” element into one of the MD
platform providers.
On the subject of attribution, I was
chatting with a couple of people from
Google earlier this year at a conference
and thereafter at Google HQ about
Jaz Rasool’s relevance and resonance
technology (since Google search and
algorithms presently tick and buzz
around relevance) and my idea about
SocialHuman tracking attribution. I

shared with them my views on the
relationship cycle and correct attribution
with regard to who in the law firm
actually influenced the instruction from
what social/web based activity – for
example, using social networking,
recording it easily, and therefore the right
individual being rewarded accordingly.
The gist of their comments was this:
in the future, we are going to have
a much better understanding of
attribution. Smart legal businesses are
going to get more excited about things
like how you can tell for sure that the
advertising that resulted on you clicking
on the ad got you to the website and
resulted in the instruction – i.e. they’re
going to want to know where the
instruction really came from.
I reckon they were actually talking about
which elements truly impacted the
instruction decision. If we could combine
this idea with what I am suggesting,
then this would be magical for the
lawyer, the prospect and client of the law
firm, and ultimately for the owner of the
business of law.
I can see it would certainly sit nicely
with businesses of law that boast a
merit-based system, such as RPC, which
scrapped its flat rate salary for newly
qualified (NQ) solicitors from September
this year in favour of a merit-based
system. The firm argues that the
concept of the flat rate has “passed its
sell-by date”. Hear hear! Perhaps if the

law firm I was at was as pioneering and
visionary as RPC, I would have stayed
practising law there as a NQ with this
fabulous setup in play!

The next big thing
in law law land
tech is to tackle
“SocialHuman”
technology
Prior to September, only trainees and
NQs had a fixed salary at RPC, with those
higher up the chain already rewarded
through a merit-based system. This is the
most common (outdated IMHO) set-up
in law law land as we currently know it.
While I’m on this innovating soapbox,
I believe it’s timely to say that if the
existing legal tech providers plugged
the IBM Watson AI tech into their ERP/
MD AX/MD CRM systems then this
would boost the value of their products
exponentially in lots of areas. It’s not a
bad or mad idea, since your brain and
mine, and those of our fellow lawyers,
prospects and clients are going to be “in
the cloud” by 2029 and connected to
technology and heaven knows what else.

Forewarned is forearmed. It’s better to
be prepared than to be chasing your tail.
I guess the question is: are you going to
be a first mover or a laggard?
Coincidentally, since publishing
Tomorrow’s Naked Lawyer in November
2014 – we’re six months further down
the NewTech evolutionary road – I
believe IBM is making great strides in
the very area I speak of: SocialHuman
tracking attribution together with social
media reputation of the company.
If Companies House opens up its
datasets to the likes of IBM, it will mean
that with the IBM Watson technology
it will be able to go in, understand the
totality of a company and potentially
tie it into other data, for example,
social media monitoring and social
media reputation, thereby providing
a full health check of a company. By
monitoring and understanding social
media communication, one has to
wonder what goodies of information will
surely flow. I shall leave you to ponder…
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